Integrated Student Experience (ISE) Implementation Alliance
June 7, 2018 Meeting
9:30-10:30 AM C204 Center for Professional Development
AGENDA
Attendees: Favara, Young, Rogers, Sullivan, Portanova, Zubrow, Knoepfler, Giampa, Budzyna, Hudson,
Wheaton, Callahan, Holden, Sullivan
1. Brainstorming about Mechanics of Student Success Hub/Meta Major Centers Collaboration
Cross Functional Teams to Support the MMCs
Transitioning students from SSH to MMCs
Offering SSH services in the MMCs (advising, financial aid, tutoring, etc.)
MMC faculty participation in SSH activities (orientation, college for a day, FYS etc.)
Planning and executing the work: liaisons? How do we avoid overburdening MMC
faculty leaders?
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Cross-Functional Teams Idea Discussed.
Janice shared an idea of having an AP person for each MMC. For Ex. Rebecca Rose for Stem.
Financial Aid is one of those key supports that the MMCs will need along with Professional
Advisors, Registration support and Student Life.
Need support in answering Transfer Questions specific institutions – Grace will keep that and be
in Spurk to provide support.
o Grace shared the idea of mini transfer events in our MMCs. These get scheduled
statewide almost a year in advance so early requests through Grace will help to ensure
MMCs have visits from their preferred four year schools.
o Grace brought an example of the resource guide that she will create for each MMC on
Transfer. This seemed like a great resource for the MMCs. Faculty really liked this idea.
STEM wants/needs specialized tutoring in the centers. Small Pilot this fall. Carolyn will be
looking at tutoring data to determine which higher level tutoring makes sense.
Faculty expressed a desire to add work-study students to help with the potential overburdening
of MMC Faculty Leaders.
Questions arose regarding when the MMC budgets will be released so that additional resources
to prevent the overburdening of Liaisons can be mitigated.

2. Updates from the Teams
Meta Major Centers
No Update – but note that the Hub to MMC Mtg is scheduled for next week to included
the 5 faculty leads.
Center for Student Success
Retreat planned. Navigate Launched. Need faculty to think about ways in which they
can/wish be part of shaping how we use the tool during the implementation phase: The
Zogotech Appraoch to involving faculty sited as a good approach.
Advising Reform
Grace shared that it won’t really kick-off until Fall, but will be focus of AALT Retreat.
Curriculum Pathways
Meeting endlessly on a template – still talking about the template and hope to be able
to release it at some point. The broader issue is are the faculty members pleased with

the Pathways that are completed that we are scheduling for Spring 19? Additional
pathways concerns that need to be addressed around whether we can actually support
all pathways and get students to graduation while cutting sections – for example, we
only have two calculus (one day, one night) and we have to cut one. This speaks to the
need to get the template into the hands of faculty now – a request to just stop working
with it and let the faculty get to work now was expressed.
3. Other Business
STEM Week declared by governor – October 22nd

